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LWK + PARTNERS is a leading design architecture practice rooted in Hong

Kong, with 1,000+ creative minds collaborating across a strong global network

of 12 offices to deliver world-class solutions to the built environment. With over

34 years of growth, the diverse design team at LWK + PARTNERS believes that

great design has infinite possibilities and a direct positive impact on people’s

lives.

SHOWCASE I PROJECT

DIGNITY AND DESIGN

 
LWK + PARTNERS has designed a single 22-storey high-rise, Ventria Residence,

housing senior citizens in Hong Kong, that helps them to continue living in

dignity while enjoying all the modern facilities of an urban life.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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A SUMMER
REFRESH

The summer is almost here and our homes are screaming for a refresh, aren’t

they?

Generally, we think of florals and pastels for summer, but how about getting a

little creative this time and that too on a budget?

Wondering how? 

Fret not! 

We bring to you, interior stylist, Bhakti Mistry, from the Mumbai based, The

Baroque Studio, to help you with some interesting DIY ideas to spruce up your

space for the summer, and all this in a budget that will leave you very happy!

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

A SUMMER REFRESH

The Tiles of India brings to you an all-new mood board in collab with interior

stylist, Bhakti Mistry of The Baroque Studio to refresh your space for the

summer on a budget.

DECOR
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 Tiles which are to be utilized in commercial places need to have three crucial

qualities - anti-skid, durability, and easy maintenance. It is important to put

good thought and research into the selection of the exact tile to be used

because it isn't easy to change the flooring of a working space regularly. 

In this article, we give you the 8 best tile options for commercial and office

areas.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

The Tiles Of India shares with you the 8 best tile options for commercial and

office areas. 
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